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CenTrak, Global Leader of Enterprise Location Services, Appoints Wavelink as Distributor for 

ANZ 

 

Melbourne – [May 2, 2018] – Wavelink, a leader in providing enterprise solutions to the channel, 

today announced it has been appointed as a distributor for CenTrak’s Location and Sensing 

technologies throughout Australia and New Zealand.  

 

CenTrak’s mission is to transform patient care via high quality, reliable and affordable location and 

sensing technologies. The CenTrak offering supports high velocity updates and sub-room level 

accuracy across the entire healthcare enterprise. CenTrak uses seven different technologies to help 

healthcare facilities increase productivity, streamline workflows, drive higher patient and staff 

satisfaction and reduce costs, including: Wi-Fi, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), Second Generation 

Infrared (Gen2IR™), Advanced Ultrasound (IRUS™), Low Frequency (LF), active UHF and passive 

RFID.  

 

Wavelink will be distributing CenTrak’s full suite of healthcare technologies, which supports asset 

tracking, environmental monitoring, staff and patient safety, workflow management, compliance and 

wayfinding solutions. In February 2018, CenTrak was named Real-Time Location Systems (RTLS) 

Category Leader by KLAS Research for a second consecutive year. The offering is currently deployed 

in over 950 leading healthcare facilities in the US, Asia, Europe, Australia and the Middle East. 

 

Ilan Rubin, managing director, Wavelink, said, “The addition of CenTrak to Wavelink’s portfolio is a 

key component of advancing our solutions offering to our channels. CenTrak’s offering addresses a 

wide range of health use cases, which Wavelink will integrate with our applications and product suite. 

This will provide tremendous added-value to our reseller’s health offerings, which is a key element of 

our healthcare practice strategy.  Wavelink is proud to be working with world-class leading technology 

vendors and the addition of CenTrak is an endorsement that we are attracting leading solutions to 

bring to our partners.  We’re excited to be working with the CenTrak team and look forward to a long 

and productive relationship.”  

 

About Wavelink: 

Wavelink is a leader in providing enterprise solutions to the channel. Wavelink distributes a range of 

products from Spectralink, Olinqua, Spok, Fortinet and Digium. For more information please contact 

Wavelink on 1300 147 000. 

 

About CenTrak: 

CenTrak improves healthcare operational efficiency and the quality of patient care via the industry’s 

most robust and scalable Enterprise Location Services™ offering. Ranked #1 as the 2017 and 2018 

KLAS Category Leader for Real-Time Location Systems (RTLS), CenTrak’s technology supports high 

velocity updates and sub-room level accuracy across the entire healthcare enterprise. In its mission to 

transform patient care, CenTrak helps world-class healthcare facilities increase productivity, 

streamline workflows, drive higher patient and staff satisfaction and reduce costs. For more 

information, visit CenTrak.com. 


